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Across

1 15/33's owner sending delinquent son to ringworld (4)

4 'ey! You! Talk about heart of an improbable 38/43! (4)

8 We intersperse around a 38/43 from 38/20 (1,1,1,10)

11 Prayer sacrificing son to heavenly figure (5)

12/13 Bashful could at times be called this 38/43 (3,5)

14 Warm column rising from a type of underwear (7)

16 Step on ledge limits foot-operated mechanism (7)

18 Lady losing head to cooker of posh meal (3)

19 "Scheme better after 3 drops!" -- Queen Alien (7)

21 Is Scalosian scientist in 38/20 one, like Netanyahu? (7)

23 Evenly giving odds to slippery customer (3)

24 Get too hot? Not hot, fat! (7)

25 Clandestine operatives spot a 1 (3,4)

26 Around end, travels to plain (9)

31 "Was it a car or a cat I saw?" (6)

32 Core of 38 discloses a Type 40 transporter (6)

34 Voyager contained her keen emotional state at first (3)

37 Type of flux discovered by viewing alternate endings to 
"Avengers: Age of Ultron" (4)

38/43 Celeb's trendy hospital (4,4)

39 Gas that is to leave in a rush (3)

41 Beyond light speed, genderless being finds unknown 
structure - Diaspar, perhaps (4)

42 One church companion for occupant of 32 (3)

43 See 38

44 Liberator's head feels heat in dystopian future? (5)

45 Tip-off indicating a void in diamonds (3)

46 Type of bay 39dn refused to open (3)

Down

2 Towards one, German did something people on a 38/43 
often do (3,2)

3 He reveals secret scheme to film body found outside the 
beltway (5,6)

4 Shocking description of grisly date (odd about the duck!) 
(4,7)

5 Shocking description of ex-member of the Velvet 
Underground? (5)

6 Dream of snake fury (6)

7 When to draw up beneath the home of the Gods (6)

9 Lack of motors spelling disaster for a 38/43 (8)

10 Proposing to make a sacrifice (8)

15/33 Press to announce film work, perhaps featuring this 
38/43? (10,6)

17 Youth's rarely easy in rebellion (5,5)

20 Star seeks regular employment for long journey (4)

22 Was "The Thing" way out? (4)

27 Carpenter's 38 was like mysterious matter and energy (4)

28 Rising 38 often found on a 43 (4)

29 Eccentric astronaut, and Edward, capered (8)

30 Might be fights before work at retail outlet (4,4)

33 See 15

35 Idle to get only one flower (5)

36 Space Invader's ambulatory vehicle has too many drugs 
after journey (6)

39 Discovery was handled by this one before IBM (3)

40 Topless nerd could make one scream (3)


